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Biography
Margaux Ith's practice is centered on aviation financing,
general banking and structured finance work.
Margaux regularly advises financiers and lessors on a
variety of sale, purchase and leasing transactions,
including enforcement of security in default scenarios.
In addition to her aviation finance experience, Margaux
also frequently acts for lenders, funds and borrowers in
cross-border banking and financing work involving
complex multi-jurisdictional security packages.

Representative experience
Advised a major British lessor on the sale and leaseback
of five A320 aircraft to an Indian airline.
Advised a major private bank on financing and
restructuring arrangements in respect of various
G650ER, G650, G550 and G450 private jets for UHNW
individuals.
Advised a German bank on a US$100m secured
revolving credit facility for Avation plc for the financing
of one B777 and two A220 aircraft.
Advised a German bank on financing arrangements in
respect of one ATR 72-600 aircraft on lease to a
Burmese airline.
Advised a syndicate of 27 lenders on US$1.45b
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revolving and term facilities for a major aircraft lessor.

Financial Institutions

Advised on finance aspects for Walmart’s US$16b
acquisition of 77% stake in Flipkart Limited, the biggest
e-commerce acquisition in history.

Areas of focus

Advised a club of lenders on a cross-border financing
to a major entertainment group involving complex
security take-up in the US, Middle East and Asia.
Advised a major Australian bank on a prepayment
financing to a SGX-listed coal producer in respect of an
Indonesian coal mine.

Latest thinking and events
Press Releases
Hogan Lovells advises on the first green financing
of a commercial aircraft
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